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Lesson Plan Model for English Learners
Chapter 1: Early Years
Sample lesson for using Octavius V. Catto: Remembering a Forgotten Hero with English
Learners (Els).
-----------------------------------------------------------Creating quality Social Studies lessons for English Learners (ELs)
Social Studies instruction and curriculum for English Leaners (ELs) should be (1) culturally
responsive, (2) relevant and (3) inclusive of the students’ experiences and diverse knowledge
base (Yoder, Kibler, Hover, 2016). Instruction should also be founded on sociocultural
principles (Vygotsky, 1978) and include collaboration or cooperative learning strategies
(Anstrom, 1999; Walqui & van Lier, 2010). Simultaneously, we must be “linguistically
responsive” (Lucas & Villegas, 2010; Taylor, 2013, Yoder, 2013). This includes being aware of
students’ English language acquisition levels, building on their proficiency, and scaffolding
instruction. If your school has an English as a Second Language teacher, s/he/they should be
able to provide you with disaggregated English proficiency level information (e.g. ACCESS
scores) and how to interpret them. This is one source of information helpful in planning your
lessons for ELs.
An approach adopted in the School District of Philadelphia for adolescent / secondary instruction
is Quality Teaching for English Learners (QTEL). More information on QTEL may be found at
https://tinyurl.com/yakjgqvl

Walqui, Al. & van Lier, L. (2010). Scaffolding: The Academic Success of Adolescent
English Language Learners, A Pedagogy of Promise. San Francisco, CA: WestEd.
When planning a lesson or unit: Focus on
(1) “amplifying” versus ‘simplifying” instruction – “give rich and varied examples, looking at
difficult concepts from several angles” versus content simplification
(2) integrating content and language instruction
(3) providing ample opportunities for student to collaboratively interact – speaking / discussion
is essential for language acquisition
(3) holding high expectations with high supports (see scaffolds)
(4) co-constructing learning (teacher/students; students/students)
(5) building on students’ prior lives and experiences by drawing on the “funds of knowledge”
from their communities, cultures and languages.
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Three Moments (components) of a lesson / unit
Preparing the
learners

Interacting with
Text / Concepts
/ Content

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Extending
understanding

o
o
o

Focus attention on concepts to be developed
Activate / build on prior knowledge and experiences
Introduce essential new vocabulary in context
Connect lessons to students’ experiences
Deconstruct text / concepts / content; focus on understanding a
chunk and reconnect a chunk to the whole
Establish connections between ideas within text / concepts /
content
Work collaboratively to discuss, evaluate, predict, check for
understanding, summarize, etc.
Re-create text in a new genre or create new text to represent
new understanding
Apply newly gained knowledge to novel situations or use to
problem-solve
Connect ideas learned to other ideas and experiences outside
the text / class – compare, synthesize, evaluate, create,
critique, problem solve, etc.

Pedagogical Scaffolds
Modeling – Give students clear examples, walk through the process, model appropriate language
for the academic task
Bridging – Build on previous knowledge and understandings / activate prior knowledge;
establish personal links between the students and subject matter / concept
Contextualizing – Embed the academic language within a “sensory context” (manipulatives,
pictures, video clip, realia, etc.) to increase the accessibility of the language
Schema building – Make connections through a variety of activities
Re-presenting text: Transforming a text into another genre, poster, etc.
Metacognition: Explicit teaching of strategies (introduce each step, practice each step, explain
each step) to enable learners to meet academic tasks
Walqui, A. (2006). Scaffolding Instruction for English Language Learners: A Conceptual Framework. The
International Journal for Bilingual Education and Bilingualism, 9(2), 159 – 180.
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Lesson Plan - Chapter 1: Early Years
Moment 1: Preparing the Learner
English Learners, particularly ELs who are new to the United States, may have little concrete
background knowledge on mid 19th century U.S. history. They may have ample understanding
of historical thinking, skills and interpretation – continuity and change, cause / effect, multiple
perspectives, sourcing, contextualizing, analyzing primary sources, and claim / evidence. They
may have ample understanding of the perspectives, significant events and key documents in their
home country. Therefore, we should build on their prior experiences and understandings to
make connections to the issues, events and people related to the life of Ocatvius V. Catto and his
family, colleagues and friends.
(1) Build on prior knowledge / Establish an interest / Introduce a few essential terms
Students may be familiar with the concepts of the key issues / events although they may not
know the situation in the mid 19th century U.S.:
• Colonization / Expansion (In the U.S.: “Indian” Wars, Louisiana Purchase, MexicanAmerican War or War of the United States Against Mexico, etc.) and connection to
expansion of slavery
• Anti-slavery movement and rebellions
• Growth of cities
• Immigration / migration
• Industrialization
• Women’s Rights
• Creation of primary / secondary schools and universities
• Segregation
To introduce students to the mid 19th century U.S., you may use the maps and images on the
PowerPoint (Mid 19th Century U.S. Maps and Images) to provide background before focusing
on Catto’s story and the stories of people who were part of his circle of friends, family and
acquaintances.
(a) Give students ample time to analyze the maps and images.
1. Model looking at the maps and the expansion of / colonization by the United States.
Sample Essential Question: How did the United States expand during the 19 th century?
How might the expansion or colonization of land affect different groups of people?
2. Divide into cooperative teams to complete the graphic organizer for their maps / images:
Sample Essential Questions: What does a map tell us about a city? What does the image tell
us about the city?
Group 1: Charleston, South Carolina (Slides 10 – 12)
Group 2: Baltimore, Maryland (Slides 13 – 15)
Group 3: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Slides 16 – 18) (growth of the city)
Group 4: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Slides 19 – 20)
Group 5: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Slides 21 – 22)
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Analyzing Primary Sources

Name ____________________________________

Title of the source(s)

Underline the type of source(s):
Image:

photograph, painting / drawing, map, building, cartoon, etc.

Object:

clothes, tools, pottery, gravestones, invention, weapon, statue, etc.

Statistic:

census data, population statistics (numbers), weather reports, medical records, etc.

Text:

government document, legal document, letter, diary, newspaper article, copy of a speech,
laws, advertisements, political cartoons, music, poetry, biography /autobiography, bills, etc.

Essential Question(s):

Key Vocabulary:

New Vocabulary:

First observation: What do you notice about…
People
Place(s)
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Things

Content: Main Idea (Sourcing)
When was it written or created? Where was it
written or created? Why was it written or
created?

Citation: Who? (Sourcing)
Who wrote or created the source? Is this a
reliable source? Why or why not?
It was written or created by… (group /
person)

Date:

Location / Place:

It was written or created because…

It is (is not) a reliable (trustworthy or truthful)
because…

Context: what, when, where

Connections (Contextualizing) (Background

(Contextualizing)(Background Knowledge)

Knowledge)

What was happening when this was written or
created? When? Where?

What do you know about the people, place,
event(s), topic(s), issue(s), or idea(s) of the
time period?

Other events that happened when it was
written or created were…

People:

Place:
The events happened in… (where)

Event:
The event happened in… (when)
Topic(s) / Issue(s) / Ideas(s):
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Communications: Perspective
What is the author’s perspective on the topic,
idea, event, or issue? How do you know?
What ideas / voices / perspective are missing?

Conclusions: Significance (Reading the
Silences)

Does this source help you understand the
people, place, topic(s), event(s), or idea(s)?
Is the source important?
How? Why? Why not?
What ideas / voices / perspective are missing?
The source (does) (does not) help me
understand….

The authors’ perspective (point of view) on
the topic / idea / event / issue is…

because….
I know this because…
1–
The missing ideas / voices / perspectives
are…

2–
3–

Corroboration (Certification): Synthesis of Sources Look at the sources. What do they
say about the topic / issue / event / idea? Do they agree? Why? Are they reliable? (trustworthy)
(truthful)
The sources I am synthesizing are…
Together the sources tell me…

The sources agree on….

The sources disagree on….
The sources are (are not) reliable (trustworthy) because…
The sources (do) (do not) address the essential question because…
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After introducing students to the mid 19th century United States and the cities where Catto
lived, use the following with Chapter 1, Early Years.
Task 1: Quick Write
1. Independently respond to the following prompt.
2. Share your response with a partner.
3. Volunteers share their experience with the group
What is your name? Do you know why you have your name? from your mother, grandfather, …?
My name is ______________________________ My name is from ______________________
Where were you born? When were you born?
I was born in _____________________________ (city, country).
I was born in __________________ (date, year).
Has anyone important to you died? If yes, how did you feel?
Yes, someone important to me died. I felt ________________________________________.
No, no one important to me died.
Task 2: Anticipatory Guide
1. Independently read each statement and “agree” or “disagree.”
2. Share your responses with a partner using these formulaic expressions to justify your opinion:
I agree/disagree with this statement because...
I don’t think this statement is true because…
I think this statement is true because…
Sometimes this statement is true, but I also know…
Statement

Opinion
Agree

Provide a reason for your answer.
I agree/disagree because…

Disagree

1. All people want to be
free.
2. We can learn from people
whose lives, beliefs, and
experiences are different
from our own.
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3. People with a skill have
more opportunities.
4. Learning to read and write
gives people freedom.
5. Leaving your home when
you are young can lead to
important changes.

Moment 2: Interacting with Text / Concepts
Task 1: Think Aloud
(1) Teacher models reading the text.
o Before I read a selection, I look it over, or preview it.
o I look at the title, headings, photographs or images.
The image is titled “Attack on the Post Office, Charleston, S.C.”
Why would someone attack a post office? What does this tell us about Charleston?
o I know the title – “Early Years” means when a person was young or a child.
o I look at the details: names, places, descriptions, examples, and other facts.
Ocatvius V. Catto was born on February 22, 1839 in Charleston, South Carolina.
I can find Charleston, South Carolina on a map. (show a map)
o As we read the text, we will learn more about the life of Octabius V. Catto.
Task 2: Understanding terms in context / Echo or Choral Reading of a text
Teacher should model determining a definition or synonym for academic (bold) and
disciplinary (underlined) terms. Explain that we will read the academic terms in many texts.
The disciplinary text is more common in a history text. We learn vocabulary by using it – not
writing definitions or memorizing out of context.
Students may add the term in L1 (first language). Students may know the cognate (e.g.
prominent in Spanish; proportion in Spanish and French) Teacher should also address
morphology. Where have students seen the root word, the prefix or suffix? For example:
proportion - root word is “portion” (meaning part) and prefix is “pro” meaning “advancing
forward.” Another example is outnumbered. The root word is “number” and the prefix is “out”
meaning “going beyond” in compound words.
After reading the 2 - 3 paragraphs, ask students to include a definition or synonym (or
L1). Then, in groups, have students share their responses and agree on a group definition /
synonym. Continue with echo or choral reading of the text. (For subsequent chapters, select key
academic and disciplinary vocabulary to emphasize while reading the text. Student may create a
glossary with key terms / concepts).
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Academic Language and
Disciplinary Language in
context

Individual definition/
Synonyms /
L1 (first language)

Octavius V. Catto was born
on February 22, 1839 in
Charleston, South Carolina.
Although Octavius was once
a name given to an eighth
child, Octavius V. Catto was
only the third child born to
William T. Catto and Sarah
Isabella Cain.

Octavius’ mom was born free
into a prominent mixed-race
family; his father’s mother
had been born into slavery but
gained her freedom as an
adult.

Charleston was the center of
the North American slave
trade. It is estimated that
forty percent of enslaved
people came through the port
of Charleston, and South
Carolina had by far the
highest proportion of
enslaved residents of any of
the thirteen original colonies.
In the region of the state
where rice and indigo were
grown, enslaved people
outnumbered whites by a
ratio of nine to one.

Even though the Catto family
was free, young Octavius
must have seen people in
bondage all around. Indeed,
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Group definition /
Synonyms / L1 (first
language)

about half the population
of Charleston was enslaved
– some working as domestic
servants, others are
laborers in workshops, or as
stevedores carting items on
and off ships in the busy
Charleston Harbor.

Enslaved people could be
“hired out” (essentially
rented) by their owner – fees
paid for services rendered
were usually divided between
the enslaved person who did
the work and the owner who
could profit from it. The
practice was especially
common for enslaved people
who possessed skills such as
carpentry or furniture making,
enabling some to later
purchase their freedom.

William Catto, a member of
Charleston’s significant (and
carefully watched)
community of Free People of
Color was trained as a
millwright, a person who built
and maintained rice mills, the
machines that, along with the
grueling efforts of enslaved
field hands, made South
Carolina’s plantations
prosperous.

His passion, however, was
more spiritual than
practical. William served as
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a sort of deputy minister
leading the black member of a
Presbyterian church,
instructing them in religion as
they sat in the crowded
balcony to which they were
restricted. He was also the
church’s representative at
funerals of black congregants.

Sadly, one of the funerals at
which he served as that of his
wife, Sarah. She passed away
shortly after giving birth to a
fourth child, a fate that was
not unusual in the 1840s.
Octavius was only six at the
time of her death.

His father soon remarried
(also not unusual at the time)
and several more Catto
children were to follow.
Octavius, though, was to
remain what he had clearly
already become due to his
obvious intelligence and
boundless curiosity: William
Catto’s favorite child.

Frustrated with the limited
role he was able to play in the
Charleston church and
longing to lead his own flock
and preach his own sermons,
William Catto took a
groundbreaking step for a
black man; he sought
ordination to serve as a
missionary.
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At that time in Charleston,
black people were not
permitted to learn how to
read or write, yet William
Catto was able to pass a
daylong oral theology exam
administered by an all-white
group of church officials. His
dream of becoming a
religious leader seemed to be
on track.

Just before Octavius turned
nine, the Catto family left
Charleston and headed north
to Baltimore, Maryland – still
a slave state, but one in which
the percentage of enslaved
people was much smaller.
There, the family was to
prepare for a journey to what
would be their new,
permanent home: the
African nation of Liberia.
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Optional Reading Strategy – Clarifying Bookmark
Clarifying Bookmarks, a QTEL task, support student in gaining the language necessary to
engage in academic discussions about text.
What I can do
I am going to think about
what the
selected text may mean.

What I can say
I’m not sure what this is about, but I think it may mean…
This part is tricky, but I think it means…
After rereading this part, I think it may mean…

I am going to summarize my
understanding so far.

What I understand about this reading so far is…
I can summarize this part by saying…
The main points of this section are…

I am going to use my prior
knowledge to help me
understand.

I know something about this from…
I have read or heard about this when…
I don’t understand the section, but I do recognize…

I am going to apply related
concepts and/or readings.

One reading/idea I have encountered before that relates
to this is..
We learned about this idea/concept when we studied…
This concept/idea is related to…

I am going to ask questions
about ideas and phrases I
don’t understand.

Two questions I have about this section are…
I understand this part, but I have a question about…
I have a question about…

I am going to use related text, If we look at this graphic, it shows…
pictures, tables, and graphs to The table gives me more information about…
help me understand unclear
When I scanned the earlier part of the chapter, I found…
ideas.
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Clarifying Bookmark
I am going to…

Name_______________________
What my partner can say…
What I can say…

Use my knowledge
to help me
understand

Summarize what I
read

Ask for clarification

I know something about this
from…

This also reminds me of…

I have read or heard something
about this when…

I think the main idea of this part
is…

I can summarize this part by
saying….

I agree with your summary and I
can add…

I think the main idea of this part
is…

I disagree with your summary
because…

This part confuses me because I
don’t understand…

Yes, I can help. I think this part
means…

I’m not sure what this is about, but I am also confused about this part
I think it might mean…
because….
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Task 3: Graphic Organizer / Collaborative Summary
Model using the graphic organizer. Ask students to complete the chart to summarize the
text. (Below is a sample of a completed chart.)
When:

What happened:

Where:

What I want to
remember:

1839
Octavius V. Catto
was born in
Charleston, South
Carolina

Octavius’s mom was
born free and his
father gained his
freedom

Charleston was the
center of the North
American slave
trade.

About half the
population of
Charleston was
enslaved (not free)

When:

What happened:

Where:

What I want to
remember:

1840s (paragraph
4)

Charleston

1845

Octavius’ father was
a millwright (build
and maintained rice
mills) and was a…

Octavius’ mother
died when he was
six years old.

When:

What happened:

Where:

What I want to
remember:

1848 (Octavius
turned 9)

Octavius’s father
remarried and had
more children.
Octavius was his
favorite child.

Charleston

Octavius’s father
could read and
write. African
Americans were not
permitted to learn
how to read and
write.

Baltimore

The family moved to
Baltimore,
Maryland.
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The family was
going to go to
Liberia, Africa.
Students work with a partner to co-construct a collaborative summary. Both students are
responsible for writing the agreed upon summary.
1. What important events happens in Octavius’ life when he was young?
2. Important events that happened in Octavius’ life when he was young are…

3. Why are the events important?
o The first event, ____________________________, is important because…
o The next event, _____________________________, is important because…
o The last event, ______________________________, is important because…

Task 4: Three Step Interview
Step 1: Partners interview each other about the early life of Octavius V. Catto:
o Who was the Catto family?
o When was Octavius V. Catto born?
o Where was Octavius V. Catto born? Where did he live?
o What important events happened in his early life?
o What do you want to remember about Octavius V. Catto?

Step 2: Partners share information:
My partner told me that _______________. He / She / They said that _____________________.
I learned __________________________________.
Step 3: Present their information to the class.
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Moment 3 - Extending Understanding
Task 1: Analyzing Primary Sources
Use the analyzing a primary source graphic organizer to analyze the image in “Early Years”
or the Philadelphia map under Chapter 2, Coming to Philadelphia.
How do both images “fit” with what they learned about the 19 th century United States?
What do we learn about the city where Octavius V. Catto was born (Charleston, South
Carolina) and the city where he grew up (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)?
Task 2: Collaborative Poster
Students gain access to text through academic, text-based dialogue and collaboration.
Students identify the main idea and supporting evidence.
Students work collaboratively on a poster to represents the main ideas of a text.
Question: What important events happened in Octavius V. Catto’s early life? Why are the
events important?
1. Decide through consensus on the main idea to answer the question. Write the main idea
as an original phrase – or a paraphrase – of the main idea. (Students may need support in
distinguishing paraphrasing from summarizing or quoting.)
2. Decide on 2 images that provide evidence to support the main idea.
3. Decide on 2 quotes from the text that provide evidence to support the main idea.
4. Each student uses a different color marker, and all students sign the poster. (This
verifies each students’ contribution).
5. Optional – Ask students to include key disciplinary vocabulary in the poster.
Sentence starters:
The important events in Catto’s early life were…
We selected the images to represent…..
We selected the quotes as evidence of….
The events are important because….
Options:
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Gallery Walk: Have students provide feedback via sticky-notes on each group’s poster.
Presentations: Each group presents their poster. Compare / contrast main idea and use of
evidence.
Performance
Indicators
Content

Presentation

Collaboration with
Peers

Outstanding

Satisfactory

Needs Revision

Poster includes 2
strong and
compelling images
and two quotes
from the text and an
original phrase.
The entire poster
successfully
communicates the
main idea of the
text.
The entire poster
has evidence to
support the main
idea.
Poster creatively
amplifies the
meaning of the
images and quotes.
Poster is organized
so the reader
understands the
main idea.
Poster is neat.
During the planning
of the poster, each
student is actively
involved and
contributes to ideas
for the images,
quotes and main
idea statement.
All group members
encourage peers’
participation and
work to incorporate
their ideas into the
poster.

Poster includes 2
images and two
quotes from the text
and an original
phrase.
The poster
communicates
something about the
main idea of the
text.
The poster includes
evidence to support
the main idea.

Poster lacks either a
quote, images or
phrase
The poster fails to
communicate the
main idea of the
text.
There is insufficient
evidence to support
the main idea.

Poster design does
not distract from the
meaning of the main
idea.
Poster organization
is clear but some
information is
distracting.
Poster is neat.
During planning,
each group member
pays attention and
contributes.
All group members
respond to each
other’s ideas.

Poster design
distracts from the
meaning of the main
idea.
Poster is
disorganized.
Poster is sloppy.
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During planning,
one or more group
members fail to pay
attention or
contribute.
One of more group
members do not
contribute to the
poster.
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